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abstract
The greatest medieval mechanical achievement was the making of clocks. The 
first evidence of a mechanical clock in the West currently dates from 1335. This was 
made by Guglielmo Zelandino and installed in a tower in the Saint Gotthard church 
in Milan. Similar machines were made shortly after in Modena (1343), Padua 
(1344) and Monza (1347), but among these, Giovanni di Dondi’s Astrarium was the 
most outstanding, and is considered the jewel of medieval mechanics in the West.
The Astrarium was an astronomical clock conceived between 1365 and 1380 and 
that showed the time in a sphere with 24 graduations, and the celestial movements 
of the 7 known heavenly bodies (the Sun, the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter 
and Saturn), according to the Ptolemaic conception of the Universe. 
The Astrarium has not survived, although the bibliography contains drawings 
and figures of it, and there are even some reproductions, but its working is hard 
to observe due to the slow cadence of its movements. This study presents a 
computerised reproduction of one of the faces of the Astrarium, corresponding to 
Mercury, with its movement accelerated to make it easily visible.
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1. The Astrarium of Giovanni di Dondi
The first evidence of the existence of a mechanical clock in the West currently 
dates from 1335, and refers to one made by Guglielmo Zelandino installed in one 
of the towers of the Saint Gotthard church in Milan. Shortly after, similar apparatus 
were built in Modena (1343), Padua (1344) and Monza (1347).
The Padua clock (1344) was built by Jacobo di Dondi. His son Giovanni1 designed 
the Astrarium, considered the high point of medieval mechanics in the West.
The Astrarium was a mixture of an equatorium and a mechanical clock, i.e. an 
astronomical clock, as these have come to be known. It showed the time on a sphere 
with 24 graduations together with the movements of the seven known celestial 
bodies (the Sun, the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn), in line with 
the Ptolemaic conception of the Universe.
2. History of the Astrarium
Giovanni di Dondi began to design the Astrarium around 1365 in Padua, and 
finished it in 1380. Due to political conflicts, he moved to Pavia, taking the Astrarium 
with him that was where he presented it and to widespread admiration.
However, it seems that the Astrarium required frequent repairs and adjustment, 
and never really worked properly, and ended up breaking down for good.
Charles V2 was crowned in Bologna in 1530. The then governor of Milan, who 
knew the emperor’s interest in all kinds of mechanical devices, especially clocks, 
decided to present him with the Astrarium, although still did not work. Numerous 
watchmakers tried unsuccessfully to repair it until it was inspected by Juanelo 
Turriano. After studying its mechanisms, and noting the lack of various essential 
pieces, and probably realising that the Astrarium was not a very precise astronomical 
clock, he reached the conclusion that it should be rebuilt. 
Juanelo spent twenty years designing a new Astrarium, which would be called 
the “Great Clock” or “Planetarium”, and three more in building it. This was when 
all track was finally lost of Giovanni di Dondi’s Astrarium.
1. Giovanni di Dondi: Mechanic (born in Chioggia, dead in Venice)-(1318-1389). He was a professor of 
astronomy in Padua and medicine in Florence. Son of Jacobo Di Dondi, builder of the clock in Padua 
that showed the hours, the path of the sun, the phases of the moon, the months and feast days of the 
year. After 16 years of work, Giovanni finished the Astrarium in 1380, and the astronomical clock was 
installed in the castle of Pavia. It showed the movement of the Sun, the Moon and the five known 
planets (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn). The description of the Astrarium is in a manuscript 
work by Dondi, titled Planetarium. 
2. Charles V: Carlos I of Spain and Karl V of Germany. (born in Ghant, dead in Yuste)-(1500-1558). Son 
of Philip the Handsome and Juana the Mad, and grandson of the Emperor Maximilian of Habsburg and 
the Catholic Monarchs. He was king of Spain and emperor of Germany. His was a period of economic 
prosperity and the colonisation of America. He retired to the Monastery of Yuste in 1556, where he spent 
his time on mechanical activities, which he was very keen on.
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3. Description of the Astrarium
The Astrarium was a polygonal tower approximately 1-metre high, with two 
main parts.
The lower part, which was two-thirds of the height of the Astrarium, contained 
the general clockwork mechanism and a 24-hour clock face.
The upper part was a seven-sided prism. Each face contained the mechanical 
representation of the movement (longitude over the ecliptic) with independent 
gears, of one of the known heavenly bodies (the Moon, Mercury, Venus, the Sun, 
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn).
figuRe 1: AstRARium de giovAnni di dondi3.
figuRe 2: AstRARium, ReconstRuction by cARlo g. cRoce.
4. Aim of this Study
The Astrarium is often cited in the bibliography as the leading medieval 
mechanical work, and is reproduced in drawings and figures. There are even some 
reproductions of it but as these reconstructions are only models, its workings cannot 
easily be seen, and even if they were, it would move so slowly that the movements 
would not be appreciable.
3. Sigvard Strandh. Máquinas: una historia ilustrada. Madrid: Herman Blume, 1982: 49.
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This study includes a computerised reproduction of one of the faces of the 
Astrarium, corresponding to Mercury, with its movements accelerated to make its 
progression appreciable.
During the building of the Astrarium, Giovanni di Dondi noted the steps followed 
in a document called “Planetarium”, together with abundant instructions to adjust 
it and reduce the frequent problems that the machine suffered. 
The documentation contained in the “Planetarium”, associated with the Ptolemaic 
conception of the universe that the Astrarium was based on, is the basis for the 
computerised reproduction in this study.
5. Introduction. Astronomical models
The science of astronomy has been of vital importance since ancient times. The 
cyclical movements of stars and planets were used to define the agricultural calendar 
of sowing, rains, summers, harvests, etc, as well as for dividing and measuring time.
The Babylonians, Egyptians, Greeks, and all the other great civilisations of the 
ancient world observed the celestial movements and drew up theories to describe 
them. 
To understand how the Astrarium works, it is necessary to know the theory it 
was designed around, namely the Ptolemaic model of the Universe.
5.1 Ptolemy
Before Ptolemy (2nd century), numerous astronomers had modelled the Universe 
according to their observations and criteria, with greater or lesser accuracy. Ptolemy 
summarised these and, basing himself mainly on observations by Hipparchus of 
Rhodes, presented a geocentric model of the Universe that described and predicted 
the movements of the stars and planets across the firmament better than any other, 
while remaining close to the general indications by Aristotle. The most significant 
of these was the proposal of a world divided into two parts, the sublunar and 
supralunar, with the orbit of the Moon as the frontier between these. The bodies 
in the supralunar world followed uniform circular movements, while those in the 
sublunar world could follow rectilinear movements, or compositions of uniform 
circular and rectilinear movements. These indications were the basis for the 
mechanical conception of the Astrarium.
Ptolemy’s Sintaxis, or Almagest in Arab, is a treatise on astronomy, which, 
together with the Handy Tables (the practical application of the theory described 
in the Almagest), present the model of Ptolemaic Universe. This was valid until the 
publication of Copernicus’ heliocentric theory in the 16th century, although over 
this long period, the Ptolemaic model underwent modifications, adjustments and 
improvements, mainly in the Arab scientific world.
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The heliocentric models, (whether closer to reality or not), predicted the 
movements of the heavenly bodies more precisely than the Ptolemaic model, and 
the latter was gradually abandoned.
5.2 The Astrarium
The Astrarium by Giovanni Di Dondi, built between 1365 and 1380, reproduces 
the movements of the known planets mechanically, according to the Ptolemaic 
model.
6. The Ptolemaic Universe
Ptolemy described his model of the Universe in the treatise on astronomy Almagest 
and the Handy Tables. 
6.1 Main characteristics of the Ptolemaic model
The main characteristics of this model are:
1. The Universe is spherical and moves like a sphere, revolving around an axis that 
passes through its poles.
2. The Earth is spherical and situated at the centre of the Universe.
3. The Earth does not turn. It is motionless, as if not, he considered it would 
generate serious atmospheric phenomena.
4. The Earth is so small compared with the immensity of the Universe that he 
considered it a point.
5. There are 7 known planets and in the following order: The Moon, Mercury, 
Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.
6. The Sun, the Moon and the stars go from east to west in parallel circles.
7. The stars and planets do not approach or recede from the Earth. The apparent 
increase in size that an observer may note is due to the humidity that the Earth 
gives off, which blurs their visibility, given that these variations in size are always 
detected close to the line of the horizon.
8. The stars in the firmament are fixed and equidistant from each other.
9. The bodies and planets can follow two movements in the universe:
9.1 The east-west movement of the outer sphere of the fixed stars, which is 
circular and uniform, and pulls all of them through parallel circles.
9.2 Each planet’s own movement (including the Sun and the Moon), also 
circular and uniform, or a composition of these.
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6.2 Main elements of the Ptolemaic model
The main elements of the Ptolemaic Universe are (See figure 3):
1. Celestial poles: Points where the axis of rotation of the celestial sphere intersects 
with the sphere itself.
2. Celestial Equator: Largest possible perimeter circle that a body can describe on the 
sphere of the fixed stars.
3. Ecliptic or zodiac: Trajectory of the Sun.
4. Equinoxes: The intersections between the celestial equator and the ecliptic. There 
are two, one in spring and the other in autumn.
5. Solstices: Points of maximum distance between the celestial equator and the 
ecliptic. There are two, one in summer and the other in winter.
6. Horizon: The line that divides the celestial sphere for an observer on Earth.
7. Zenith: Pole of the celestial sphere, this being divided by the horizon.
Ptolemy calculated the obliquity of the ecliptic to the equator as e =23o 51’ 15’’.
He established the solar year at 365 days, 5 hours, 55 minutes and 12 seconds 
(see figure 3).
figuRe 3: celestiAl sPheRe4.
4. Owen Gingerich. “Astronomía islámica”. Temas Investigación y ciencia, 41 (1986). 
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Using the theory of chords, Ptolemy managed to create models for the movement 
of the known planets and some 1028 stars, where, in function of the date and time, 
the longitude and latitude referenced to the ecliptic are obtained.
•	 Ecliptic longitude: Horizontal angle to reference a position on the plain of the 
ecliptic.
•	 Ecliptic latitude: Vertical angle to reference the altitude of a position, situating at 
0o on the plain of the ecliptic.
Figure 4 shows a system of ecliptic coordinates, with the longitude and latitude 
of any point graphed.
The really complex calculation is that of longitude. Latitude is obtained in 
function of this value.
figuRe 4: systems of ecliPticAl cooRdinAtes5.
5. Heiner Schwan. “Las tables de Ulugh Beg”. Temas Investigación y ciencia, 41 (1986).
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7. The Ptolemaic Model of the Universe
Ptolemy envisaged a model of celestial movements in a way that could be 
reproduced mechanically, not only as an idea or theory. In the Planetary Hypotheses6 
Ptolemy states,
we have worked on the models of celestial movements, Siro, in the books of the mathematical 
Syntaxis, demonstrating with arguments in each case how they are plausible and how 
they are in perfect relation with the phenomena [...]. Here we have the task of seeking the 
realities so that [...] they can be exhibited in a mechanical construction [...] or that they can 
be adjusted to each other in their movement by mechanical methods.7
Influenced by Aristotle, Ptolemy believed that the movements of the heavenly 
bodies could be described by uniform circular movements, but that an observer 
on Earth sees a retrograde motion of the planets, i.e., they change their direction 
through the firmament, and their velocities do not remain constant.8
To model the movements of the planets using circles with constant velocities, 
Ptolemy used a geometric construction composed of epicycles, deferents and 
equants (composition of circular movements).
8. Epicycles, Deferents and Equants
The geometric construction defined by Ptolemy to describe the movements of the 
planets in the firmament, as seen by an observer on Earth, is as follows:
1. Epicycle: Each planet moves at a constant velocity around the perimeter of an 
epicycle, which is a small circle.
2. Deferent: The centre of this epicycle moves around the perimeter of another circle 
called the deferent.
3. First eccentricity: The centre of this deferent is displaced longitudinally with regard 
to the authentic centre of the construction, which is equal to the centre of the 
universe, i.e. the Earth. This displacement is known as the first eccentricity.
6. Ptolemy’s Planetary hypothesis is a document where the parameters and data necessary to give 
physical consistency to his planetary model are defined, with the aim of enabling these to be reproduced 
mechanically.
7. Dorce, Carlos. Ptolomeo. El astrónomo de los círculos. Madrid: Nivola, 2006: 40.
8. The changes of dierction of the planets, as well as the variations in their velocity, are explained 
from the actual heliocentric conception of the solar system. Each planet follows its own orbit round the 
Sun, at the same characteristic velocity. When the Earth overtakes, or is overtaken by, another planet, 
it seems to the observer on Earth that the velocity of the planet varies, and on certain occasions, it will 
even appear to have moved backwards. (If the observer were on the Sun, they would never see a planet 
moving backwards).
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4. Equant: The angular velocity of the centre of the epicycle running around 
the perimeter of the deferent is not constant with respect to the centre of the 
deferent, but is constant with regard to the other point called the equant.
5. Second eccentricity: The equant is in a symmetrical position (opposite) to the centre 
of the deferent with regard to the Earth (centre of the universe). This distance 
between the Earth and the equant is known as the second eccentricity.
8.1 Data necessary to define the movement of each planet
For each planet, Ptolemy calculated:
•	 The radius and angular velocity of the epicyclical movement.
•	 The radius of the deferent.
•	 The first eccentricity, to locate the centre of the deferent.
•	 The second eccentricity, to locate the centre of the equant.
•	 The angular velocity of the centre of the epicycle following the perimeter of the 
deferent.
•	 The arrangement of the centres follows the order “Earth-deferent-equant” (See 
figure 5).
8.2 Particularities of the system of epicycles, deferents and equants
The following particularities are envisaged in Ptolemy’s model:
•	 The Moon has an elongation with regard to the ecliptic of the Sun.
•	 The Sun does not have an epicycle or a deferent.
•	 Mercury requires that the real centre of the deferent is a point that revolves 
around a circle, with its centre at the conventional deferent. Moreover, the 
arrangement of the centres follows the order “Earth-equant-deferent”.
8.3 Validity of the Ptolemaic system
The geometric artifices invented by Ptolemy, together with the definition of their 
parameters, dimensions and movements, gave the best approach to the apparent 
movements of the planets as seen from Earth to date, giving their longitude over the 
ecliptic for any date and time.
This explains why his model was accepted for centuries until the coming of the 
European Renaissance, when better models of the movements of the heavenly 
bodies appeared.
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figuRe 5: PtolemAic system. ePicycles, equAnts And defeRents (4). the tRAJectoRy of A 
PlAnet is shoWn As A combinAtion of the ePicyclicAl movement, Affected by the RotAtion 
ARound the PeRimeteR of the defeRent, And With AngulAR velocity With RegARd to the 
equAnt. An obseRveR on the eARth Will obseRve chAnges in velocity And RetRogRAde 
motion of the PlAnet As it folloWs its PAth thRough the sky.
9. How Giovanni di Dondi reproduced the movement of the 
planetary bodies mechanically
9.1 Ptolemy’s characterisation of the movements of the heavenly bodies:
Ptolemy affirmed that:
1. The Earth is the centre of the universe, and that is the position of the observer of 
all the planetary movements that the Astrarium describes.
2. Each planet travels along the perimeter of an epicycle with constant angular 
velocity.
3. The centre of each epicycle follows the perimeter of a deferent 
4. The centre of the deferent is eccentric with regard to the Earth, and Mercury also 
revolves around a circle.
5. The angular velocity of the centre of the epicycle is constant with regard to a 
point called the equant
6. The equant is eccentric with regard to the Earth
7. The distance between the centre of the deferent and the Earth, and the distance 
between the equant and the Earth are the same but in opposite directions (with 
the special case of Mercury).
8. There are two singularities:
 - The description of the movement of the Sun does not require epicycles or 
deferents.
1 2 3
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 - The Moon has an elongation regarding the ecliptic of the Sun, which means 
that its movement requires an eccentric deferent, that is, the centre of the 
deferent moves around the perimeter of a circle.
For each body, Ptolemy defined:
1. Radii of the epicycles and deferents.
2. Eccentricities of the deferents and equants.
3. The angular velocities of the rotational movements of the body following the 
perimeter of the epicycle, and the centre of the epicycle regarding the equant 
point.
4. Particularities of the Moon and Mercury, eccentricities of the centres of their 
deferents with turning movement.
This way, he presented all the data necessary to define and reproduce his model 
of the Universe mechanically, enabling the longitude of the body over the ecliptic to 
be calculated for any date and time.
Giovanni di Dondi respected Ptolemy’s indications, and reproduced mechanically 
the movements that he defined. Thanks to this, the variable velocities of the planets 
and their retrograde celestial movements were reproduced from the viewpoint of 
an observer on Earth.
9.2 Mechanical applications to reproduce the movements described by 
Ptolemy
The case of Mercury is taken to show how Giovanni di Dondi transferred 
Ptolemy’s indications to the mechanical plain in his Astrarium.
1. Situation of the Earth: Place a fixed point “T”, that symbolises the Earth, on one of 
the seven faces of the Astrarium.
2. Situation of the equant: Place a disc, the equant, eccentric to the fixed point “T”, 
forcing it to turn around its centre with the aid of gears that push it around the 
crownwheel. The gears and the equant disc have precise diameters to achieve 
the angular velocity of the turning of the equant that Ptolemy indicates. The 
centre of the equant is the fixed point “E”.
3. Situation of the deferent: A fixed point “D” is placed, which will be the centre of the 
deferent, eccentric with regard to “T” and “E”.
4. Deferent-epicycle bar: Mercury has a real centre of the deferent “DR”, which 
revolves around “D”; thus, a disc is placed on “D”, whose radius is the eccentricity 
of this movement (DR disc). The “DR disc” meshes with the movement of the 
equant, so that by adjusting with the diameters of the gears, the “DR disc” is 
made to reproduce the turning of “DR” with regard to “D”. The centre of the 
epicycle “C” must be maintained at a constant longitude from the centre “DR” 
The “deferent-epicycle bar” is placed with one end fixed to the centre of the 
epicycle “C”, and with a crownwheel that fits the “DR disc” on the other end. 
The epicycle will be made with a toothed crownwheel.
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5. Equant bar: The “equant bar” is solidly fixed to the equant, and acts as a radius 
of the equant. However, this bar has a groove cut into it, which holds the joint 
between the centre of the epicycle “C” and the “deferent-epicycle bar”. The 
centre of the epicycle “C” is moved by the “equant bar”, with the centre of the 
epicycle sliding along the groove in the “equant bar”, as the turning centres 
of the “equant bar” and the “deferent-epicycle bar” are different. A relative 
movement between these pieces appears.
6. Gear train: To make the epicycle rotate, a gear train is placed on the “deferent-
epicycle bar”, and a fixed gear “EF” on the “DR disc”. The gear train meshes 
with the fixed gear of “EF”. This way, when the “deferent-epicycle bar” is 
moved by the “equant bar”, all the gear train is set in motion. Finally, the 
gear train is meshed with the epicycle (which has a toothed crownwheel), the 
epicycle thus acquiring rotary movement with regard to the centre “C”. The gear 
train is built to transmit the angular velocity that Ptolemy defines to the epicycle. 
Some of these gears have to be oval as these profiles surely to compensate for the 
difficulty implied by the existence of an eccentric deferent centre “DR”, which 
means that the distance “C”-“DR” is not constant.
7. Planet and indication of longitude of the ecliptic: A point is placed on the perimeter 
of the epicycle “P”, that symbolises the position in this case of Mercury. Finally, 
the “planet needle” is installed. This consists of a bar with a stub centred on 
“T” (it is not a fixed joint, but allows clockwise rotation), and a groove, where 
point “P” is located, and along which it can slide. The movement of point “P” 
pulls the “planet needle”, which indicates the elliptic longitude on an external 
crownwheel.
8. Final fixing of all the components: All the pieces described above are fixed to stop 
them moving from their positions. “Support bars” in the form of a cross are 
placed to keep them in position.
From when the Astrarium was built, other clockmakers copied this mechanism 
to make their clocks. Recently, a new model of the El Artificio del Agua by Juanelo 
Turriano has been presented (Modelo del artificio de Juanelo con escaleras de Valturio). 
This is considered to be the most important hydraulic infrastructure of the European 
Renaissance, with mechanical solutions inspired by the Astrarium. Juanelo built 
Great clock or Planetarium, as an improved astronomical clock to replace the 
Astrarium, which had then been given to the Emperor Charles V, and later designed 
El Artificio del Agua. The new Modelo con escaleras de Valturio has been computerised 
and can be consulted at www.artificiodejuanelo.org.
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9.3 Animated three-dimensional computerised reproduction of the 
sphere of the Astrarium corresponding to Mercury
An animated three-dimensional computerised reproduction of the working of 
the Astrarium can be seen on www.medieval.udl.cat. The speed of the movement 
has been accelerated to show the working better.
figuRe 6: AstRARium. sPheRe of meRcuRy.
figuRe 7: mAin elements of the sPheRe of 
meRcuRy.
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Table 1: Main elements of the sphere of Mercury
Number Element
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Planet needle
Planet
Equant bar
Epicycle
Gear train
DR Disc. Deferent-epicycle bar
The Earth
Equant
Crownwheels for reading longitude and Zodiac
Support bars
Drive
figuRe 8: sPheRe of meRcuRy.
figuRe 9: sPheRe of meRcuRy. detAil 1.            figuRe 10: sPheRe of meRcuRy. detAil 2. 
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